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Introduction
Subduction zone earthquakes can generate long period, long
duration ground motions that can resonate high-rise buildings.
There is a serious concern that such load effect can cause a
large number of load reversals that lead to fatigue fracture of
steel moment connections [1]. This paper presents a numerical
study to simulate the response of a typical steel high-rise
building including fracture at the connections. Focus is placed
on the sensitivity of the analysis results on key material
variables.

The test frame was subjected to increasing magnitudes of
ground motions from Level 2 to 3 in Japanese seismic design.
The ground motions included El Centro (1940, amplified to
PGV of 0.5m/s), Higashi Ogijima (or HOG, a synthesized
Tokai earthquake) and Sannomaru (or SAN, a synthesized
Tokai-Tonankai earthquake) repeated three times. During the
first SAN, three connections in the east frame and one
connection in the west frame fractured. After two more SAN
repetitions only in the longitudinal direction, two connections
in the north frame fractured.

Fracture model
E-Defense test
Two of the most typical moment connections in early highrise buildings in the 1970s, the field welded, welded flangebolted web connection and the shop welded, welded flangewelded web connection were featured in an E-Defense shake
table test conducted in 2008 [1]. The specimen, which
represented a prototype high-rise building of 21 stories,
consisted of a four-story, two span-by-one bay steel moment
frame underneath three substitute layers, each comprising a
condensated mass, rubber bearings, and a damper as depicted
in Fig. 1.
Substitute layers

The numerical study used OpenSees, a general-purpose
structural analysis framework [2]. OpenSees provides a
fatigue material model that assumes a linear damage
accumulation in terms of plastic strain and reduces the
strength of a fiber to zero when the limit based on CoffinManson relationship and Miner’s rule is exceeded [3]. Fatigue
parameters were calibrated based on constant amplitude, lowcycle fatigue tests on beam-to-column connections [4] that
adopted details similar to that used in the E-Defense test
frame. Fig. 2 shows the 2D model of the specimen and how
closely it reproduced the strength degradation observed in the
test. The columns were represented by elastic beam-column
elements. The beam was represented by a beam-with-hinges
element with a designated plastic hinge segment taken as 1/6
of the element length and 3 integration points along the length.
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Figure 1. Test frame configuration

Figure 2. Model for beam-column sub-assemblage

The cross-section was discretized into finer fibers (128) in the
hinge region than in the rest of the element (40). Cyclic
material property was represented by a Menegotto-Pinto
model with combined kinematic and isotropic strain
hardening. The parameters were calibrated to result in the best
fit to four test results from identical specimens subjected to
different loading amplitudes.

Frame model

the phase to phase damage accumulation. The computed
vibration modes of the first through third vibration periods in
each direction (2.21, 0.84, and 0.56 s in transverse and 2.19,
0.84, and 0.56 s in longitudinal frame) were within 4% of the
reported values.
Fig. 4 shows the computed and observed storey drifts of the
third and fourth story of the transverse frame along with
occurrences of connection fractures during the first SAN
excitation. The agreement between the simulated and
measured story drift responses was satisfactory. Until
multiple connections fractured at about 100s, the vibration
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period matched very well. The timing of fracture was close
but not same. (Although not discussed here, connection
fractures started much earlier than in the test in the
longitudinal frame). In the model, fracture progressed more
rapidly and spread more widely, leading to greater elongation
of vibration period than the observed. Fig. 5 compares
computed versus experimental hysteresis of beam 31, which
fractured during the first SAN excitation. The computation
reproduced the gradual strength degradation caused by crack
initiation and propagation, but the degradation was more rapid
than the observed, and the strength in negative bending was
smaller. Both test and model responses suggest the beams
were unable to develop their plastic strength.
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Figure 6. Distribution of fatigue parameters

Response sensitivity analysis
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to examine how the
simulation is affected by variability in key properties. In this
research, two sources of uncertainty were selected: (1) the
fatigue parameters and (2) column-to-beam yield stress ratio.
MATLAB, together with OpenSees, was used to conduct
these simulations.
Fatigue parameters
Strain amplitude parameter ε0 of the Coffin-Manson
relationship is taken as a random variable with a Gaussian
distribution. Fatigue-I stands for a distribution with smaller
coefficient of variation that represents the variability observed
in the four experimental data points. Fatigue-II tripled the
coefficient of variation of Fatigue-I. Fig. 6 shows the two
different distributions, controlled by the coefficient of
variation for the strain amplitude parameter ε0. A hundred
trials were generated where in each trial, the six connections
of interest are provided with a different ε0 value.
Column to beam yield stress ratio (CBYR)

Figure 7. Distribution of CBYR

The simulated response was hardly affected by the fatigue
parameter. Interestingly, nearly all connections at the 3rd and
4th floors of both frames fractures for each set of simulation.
For Fatigue-I & CBYR, the occurrence of fracture in the
longitudinal frame was similar to that obtained from the
deterministic approach.
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Connections
The trial results are presented in
Connections
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Fig. 8 in terms of fracture
probability of the six connections in
Figure 8. Fracture probability of connections: (a) Transverse frame; (b) Longitudinal frame
transverse and longitudinal frames.

HOG

during SAN. Fig. 10 compares the maximum storey drifts
obtained from the prototype model and E-Defense model. EDefense frame model modeled storey shear adequately but
was unable to produce the overturning moment. Naturally, the
substitute layers could not capture connection fractures at the
upper floors, and consequently predicted smaller drift at the
upper floors.

SAN

Conclusions
A numerical model using OpenSees was developed to
simulate the fracture and strength deterioration of steel
components due to low cycle fatigue. The model reproduced
the experimental behaviour of an E-Defense test specimen
adequately. Response sensitivity of the model to the variation
of fatigue parameters and column- to- beam yield stress ratio
was tested and was found to be minimal. Extending the
simulation to the prototype 21 storey building brought out the
discrepancies resulted from the contraction process. The twodimensional modelling approach, which represents fracture
progression only along the flange thickness but not along the
flange width of steel beams, resulted in a drastic strength
deterioration in the steel beam once the fracture initiated.
Once a connection fractured at one end of a beam, the other
end tended to fracture immediately, thus leading to rapid
progression of fractures over the frame.

Figure 9. Damage distribution of 21 storey model

the analysis. The beams were modelled using the same
element and same discretization as in the E-Defense model.
The columns were modelled as displacement-based beamcolumn elements with five integration points for the first five
storeys and by single elastic beam-column elements for the
rest of the stories. The same fatigue material model used in
the longitudinal frame of the E-Defense frame was
implemented in the steel beams. Panel zones were assumed to
remain elastic. The model was subjected to the same El
Centro, HOG and SAN motions.
The computed vibration modes of the first and second
vibration periods 2.32 and 0.83 s were within 6% and 1%,
respectively, of the values for the E-Defense frame model.
None of the connections fractured during El Centro. Fig.9
illustrates the damage distribution from HOG and SAN.
Contrary to the E-Defense model, several connections in the
prototype model fractured during HOG. Connection fracture
spread widely during SAN. Much of the damage was
concentrated in the first 10 floors. Much of the damage to the
upper floors were from HOG and very few of them fractured
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